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CIMdata News 

Altair Enables Up-Front Multi-Disciplinary Systems Development and Design Optimization 

(Commentary) 

21 March 2017 

Key takeaways: 

 Up-front performance analysis and optimization, starting early in the product development 

cycle, requires both a systems view of the product and simulation and co-simulation models of 

varying degrees of fidelity. 

 Leading thinkers are turning away from the creation of CAD geometry as “the design starting 

point” to an up-front engineering process that focuses on optimizing product functional 

capability versus requirements before committing to design decisions that lead to detailed 3D 

assembly and component design. 

 Altair is rapidly rounding out its systems modeling and simulation portfolio, through internal 

application development, acquisitions, and partnerships, to enable this vision of model-based 

and simulation-driven design. 

 Tightly integrated optimization capability is a key factor in this vision, as is enabling early 

exploration of system-level designs across multiple disciplines. 

With the relentless improvements in engineering software and computer capability, simulation can now 

be effectively applied well ahead of detailed component design. As Mr. Jim Scapa, CEO of Altair says, 

“CAD is not really [used as] a conceptual design tool.” There are many who agree with this sentiment, 

and who believe that the early focus on detailed CAD geometry of the past two decades has caused 

serious dislocations in the process of engineering new products. The time has come to return to the 

maxim of “form follows function.” The problem with the CAD-centric development process is that it 

starts with 3D geometry and then endeavors to assess its validity as a solution to the problem at hand. 

“No, development does not start with geometry,” says Dr. Michael Hoffmann, Senior Vice President, 

Math and Systems, at Altair. 

 

Figure 1—The Systems Engineering “Vee” Diagram 

(Courtesy of Altair) 

In the systems engineering view of product development, detailed component design is at the base of the 
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“Vee,” properly being created well after a multitude of design decisions on product functionality, 

product architecture, and configurations have already been made. In concert with this thinking, 

companies are now attempting to drive simulation up front in the development process, to the upper left 

side of the Vee. The big issue is that the product is less well defined, but complex and critical multi-

domain decisions still need to be made early on. For example, the wheelbase of an automobile is not a 

dimension of any component in the CAD system. However, it is specified early in the development 

process and is a key parameter for many aspects of vehicle performance, for example, crash safety, ride 

and handling, occupant packaging, and even aesthetic design. This is a systems engineering problem, 

involving complex tradeoffs among conflicting or competing engineering requirements. 

Many experts advocate a systems engineering approach to this problem, particularly embracing concepts 

from Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE). This has two key aspects: 

 A view of the product as a system, comprising hardware, software/controls, and electronics 

subsystems and components, with functional, logical, and physical behavior aspects as specified 

in MBSE, and 

 Digital models of the components, subsystems, and system that can be executed to understand 

their performance and behaviors vs. requirements. These models will have varying levels of 

complexity and fidelity over time, becoming much more detailed as the design evolves. 

In the lexicon of model-based systems engineering, a “model” is a digital description and representation 

of multiple aspects of a product, including performance requirements. Physics-based simulations are 

used to evaluate adherence to those requirements. Altair has recently brought to market software 

combining several years of internal development along with recent acquisitions, in a trio of products 

now called solidThinking Compose, Activate, and Embed. These new tools address mathematical 

expressions in applications, state-based signal flows, and model-based development of embedded 

systems. By offering functionality traditionally provided in tools such as Matlab and Simulink, and in 

fact allowing legacy models to be used from those tools, Altair’s users can now access a full range of 

multidisciplinary system-level design software from within the HyperWorks ecosystem and combine 

them with traditional 3D CAE models. It is important to note that this MBSE approach enables 

collaboration across the domains of mechanical, electrical, controls, and software. Models describing the 

behavior of mechanical components can also be used for electrical system development, and vice-versa. 

According to Dr. Hoffmann, “Altair is focused on performance and functional requirements. Product 

development should start with simulation a lot earlier, before the first CAD feature is created. Use 

optimization and conceptual tools to first define the function and worry about the geometry later. In 

addition, Altair’s flexible licensing model allows users to easily move from concept-level through 

detailed designs, both at a system level and with deep physics exploration.” 

Altair’s innovative and patented on-demand software licensing system provides both value and 

flexibility, in that multiple users can access their software at any time, from anywhere. This includes 

access to complementary (and even competing) software applications from leading providers who have 

teamed with Altair through APA, the Altair Partner Alliance. For example, users can run partner 

applications like MapleSim Modelica and solidThinking Activate (for general system simulation) or 

DSH Plus (for hydraulic system simulation) using their pool of Altair Hyperworks license tokens. 

Altair is also working aggressively to democratize access to design simulation technologies via the 

Cloud and other innovative SaaS software and hardware licensing models as well as addressing ease of 

use via the their solidThinking portfolio, which includes the creation of industry specific vertical 
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applications such as “Click2Cast” for casting solidification. Customers can also expect significant user 

interface enhancements this year to the traditional Hypermesh modeling environment for dedicated 

engineering analyst users. 

CIMdata is impressed with Altair’s product strategy for enabling systems simulation up front in the 

product development process to drive innovative product design concepts and by Altair’s execution in 

developing a comprehensive portfolio of multi-physics solvers integrated with Altair’s world-class 

optimization capabilities. The bottom line is that Altair has grown into a multi-physics systems 

modeling and simulation platform provider that can compete toe-to-toe with the major PLM market 

leaders and has the potential to be a disruptive force in their targeted industry segments.  

CIMdata looks forward to tracking and reporting on Altair’s progress over the coming years. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata Announces New Top Ten PLM Stories of the Week Feature on their Website 

20 March 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global product lifecycle management (PLM) strategic consulting and research 

firm, announces that it will now be sharing the “Top Ten PLM News Stories of the Week” in a special 

section of their webpage.   

The Top Ten is aggregated from CIMdata’s global PLM newsletter, the longest running in the industry.  

Each week thousands of subscribers receive the Industry Summary in their inbox.  The Summary covers 

topics like financial news, acquisitions, product development, market events, PLM and PLM-related 

implementation news, and more, highlighting the latest announcements and releases from solution 

providers, system integrators, and other members of the PLM market, including CIMdata’s own PLM 

Community.  The new Top Ten feature showcases the trending headlines in the PLM market, based on 

Industry Summary readership. 

“With thousands of weekly readers, it is exciting to start sharing our top viewed stories with a larger 

audience.  This new feature will provide deeper insight not only into what’s on the cutting edge of the 

PLM market, but what our industry colleagues and community members deem to be of highest interest 

on a week-to-week basis,” said Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata’s Vice President of Research. 

CIMdata’s Top Ten PLM Stories of the Week is for PLM solution and service providers interested in 

staying on top of current market trends.  Bookmark the page and visit every week.  To read this week’s 

Top Ten, please visit: http://bit.ly/CIMdataTopTen 

About CIMdata 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://bit.ly/CIMdataTopTen
http://www.cimdata.com/en/login/free-publications-login?view=registration
http://bit.ly/CIMdataTopTen
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CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 

Accenture Completes Acquisition of OCTO Technology, Expands Digital Services Offering in France 

21 March 2017 

Accenture has completed its acquisition of OCTO Technology, a technology consultancy specializing in 

digital transformation services and software development. OCTO has become part of Accenture Digital, 

expanding Accenture’s digital services offering in France. 

“We thank OCTO’s leadership and employees for supporting this acquisition. It shows the confidence 

they have in this initiative, which enables us to build a unique end-to-end digital transformation service 

offering in the French market,” said Christian Nibourel, country managing director for Accenture in 

France and Benelux. “Our clients now have access to an expanded range of digital skills and industry 

experience, which, combined with our ability to quickly scale solutions, are unmatched in the market.” 

“OCTO brings deep technology expertise, particularly in data science and mobile applications, and a 

strong culture of successful innovation, which we will leverage to create digital solutions tailored to 

each of our clients, and which can be quickly scaled,” said Pascal Delorme, Accenture Digital lead, 

France and Benelux. “Companies and organizations have different requirements in terms of digital 

transformation, depending on where they are on their journey. The addition of OCTO to Accenture 

Digital’s existing capabilities allows us to provide solutions that match all these needs – whether it is to 

help clients identify, test and adopt new business models based on emerging technologies, or to quickly 

implement at scale more mature digital technologies.” 

François Hisquin, CEO and founder of OCTO said: “I am very pleased for OCTO to join Accenture, as 

we share the same vision, understanding of digital transformation issues and culture of excellence. 

OCTO has become a real jewel in the French technology service market thanks to its unique identity, 

agility, methodologies and innovative management, as well as its strong corporate culture. It’s this DNA 

and the drive to imagine the future and change the rules that caught Accenture’s attention. We will 

preserve and share this so that clients can take advantage of the synergies which allow us to see further, 

bigger and faster.” 

http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.accenture.com%2Fus-en%2Fdigital-index&esheet=51528389&newsitemid=20170321005232&lan=en-US&anchor=Accenture+Digital&index=1&md5=43f4b2646d3926826a6e3bf9b2c3f3d5
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Accenture has acquired a 100 percent shareholding in OCTO through a cash tender offer, which was 

supported unanimously by the supervisory board of OCTO. Following the purchase of the total 

shareholding, OCTO has been delisted from the Alternext stock exchange in Paris. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Ciber Announces Agreement to Sell Its Infor Practice to Infor 

20 March 2017 

Ciber, Inc. today announced an agreement to sell its Infor Practice to Infor. 

Ciber has been an Infor Alliance Partner since 2012 and has been selected as an Infor Alliance Partner of 

the Year multiple times. Ciber's Infor Practice offers implementation, integration and upgrade services 

related to Infor software to customers in North America and Europe. Employees from Ciber's Infor 

Practice will transition to Infor when the transaction closes. 

"The sale of our Infor Practice reflects a fundamental decision to hone our business to a focused IT 

staffing foundation with complementary integrated Business Consulting and Application Development 

Management capabilities in a synergistic Digital Transformation offering," said Ciber President and 

Chief Executive Officer Michael Boustridge. "We are working to provide a seamless transition and great 

continuity and service to our affected customers and our employees."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

Cabinet Vision User Groups Across South China 

20 March 2017 

Cabinet Vision’s reseller in Taiwan joined forces with Vero Software to run a week-long series of user 

group meetings across South China. 

Licom Systems Co. Ltd. put together the series of user group events and customer visits at a number of 

sites, including Excitech Machinery in Jinan – one of Cabinet Vision’s key OEM partners in China – 

Guang Zhou, and Nobee Kitchens. 

Cabinet Vision General Manager Richard Manager, and Development Director Roger Cowles joined 

Fran Cheng and Richie Lee from Licom Systems, for the popular and well- attended events. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CADD Microsystems Earns Autodesk Platinum Club Honor for Strong Sales Performance 

22 March 2017 

CADD Microsystems was honored as part of the Autodesk Worldwide Channel Sales Platinum Club for 

FY2017. CADD Microsystems achieved recognition as Top Reseller in New Subscriptions Sold in the 

US and Canada. The award was announced during the annual Autodesk One Team Conference in Las 

Vegas earlier this month. 

"What an exciting time to be in this business. Our clients are doing amazing work with Building Models 

http://www.ciber.com/
http://www.infor.com/
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and streamlining the design, construction, fabrication and facilities management process. It is fun to be a 

part of transforming the way things are made," said Jeff Gravatte, CEO of CADD Microsystems. "Our 

success in both the government and commercial marketplaces is the result of a relentless focus on our 

clients' business. This industry thrives on change and innovation, and we help our clients capitalize on 

those changes by delivering unbeatable solutions that build real business value for their organizations." 

"CADD Microsystems' expertise in the industry, coupled with their focus on client success, has proven 

to be a smart strategy as they guide their clients through industry and technology advancements," 

said Ray Savona, vice president of Americas sales, Autodesk. "The company's FY17 growth proves that 

working with its clients to achieve their business objectives through Autodesk technology is a good 

roadmap for mutual success." 

CADD Microsystems builds solutions to achieve long-term success for its building, construction, 

infrastructure, facilities management and manufacturing clients. The tailored solutions combine 

advanced design technology, BIM process consulting, professional services, and employee development 

and training programs, all aimed at achieving client goals. This is done through proprietary resources 

like CADD Community and BIM Interoperability Tools, and through strong business partnerships with 

Autodesk, Bluebeam, FM:Systems and Global eTraining. 

As an Autodesk Platinum Partner – the highest tier of the Autodesk Partner program – CADD 

Microsystems works closely with Autodesk to help clients design, simulate and analyze their ideas, 

increase operational efficiencies and maximize their return on investment in Autodesk software 

solutions. 

Click here to return to Contents 

DocuSign and Deutsche Telekom Expand Strategic Partnership 

21 March 2017 

DocuSign announced today at CeBIT that it has expanded its multi-pronged strategic partnership with 

customer, partner and investor Deutsche Telekom (DT). Following DT subsidiary T-Mobile US's 

success in deploying DocuSign across its retail stores and business sales, DT is extending 

DocuSign's Digital Transaction Management (DTM) platform and eSignature service enterprise wide to 

eliminate paper and transform the way its more than 228,000 employees do business to serve nearly 200 

million customers worldwide. 

DT has also signed on as a DocuSign reseller to bring the power of DTM and eSignature to its own 

customers globally, and will provide data centers in Germany and France to ensure the continued 

protection and privacy of EU customer data while transacting business on the DocuSign Global Trust 

Network. 

From the CeBIT stage today, Deutsche Telekom CEO Tim Hoettges noted, "As the pioneer and global 

standard for Digital Transaction Management, DocuSign helped DT become a more efficient, 

competitive digital business. Based on the success we've seen at T-Mobile USA where DocuSign 

delivered $200 million of annual value by eliminating more than 600 million pieces of paper and 

reducing the average in store sign up time from 60 minutes down to ten, we invested in DocuSign and 

are now expanding our deployment across our global enterprise. 

"We'll also start reselling DocuSign to our customers to bring them the latest innovations in digital 

technology so they can experience the same benefits we've achieved by making the digital 

http://www.caddmicrosystems.com/cadd-community
http://www.biminteroperabilitytools.com/
http://www.caddmicrosystems.com/autodesk-platinum-partner
https://www.docusign.com/how-it-works/digital-transaction-management
https://www.docusign.com/products/electronic-signature
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transformation with DocuSign. And, we're expanding our partnership by supplying data center services 

to DocuSign so that EU customers can continue to transact business anytime, anywhere, on any device 

across the DocuSign Global Trust Network with trust and confidence." To hear directly on the impact of 

DocuSign in DT's business, click here. 

DocuSign Chairman Keith Krach joined Hoettges on stage and commented, "Our multi-pronged 

strategic partnership with Deutsche Telekom is built on the foundation of trust. DT CEO Tim 

Hoettges continues to transform the industry by removing paper to simplify business and create great 

experiences for customers and employees alike. We are honored to be a strategic catalyst of DT's digital 

journey over the last several years and are looking forward to our expanded partnership with DT as a 

DocuSign reseller to accelerate the digital transformation of Europe." 

As part of the deeper partnership, Deutsche Telekom will expand its use of DocuSign across T-Systems, 

as well as within human resources, shared services, and other departments. 

Today's news follows DocuSign's Invest for Europe initiative and the launch of its Standards-Based 

Signatures suite, Hybrid Cloud deployment offering, EU data centers, and Trust Service Provider partner 

program – all announced last year in advance of the European Union's 1 July 2016 eIDAS regulation 

that standardized the use of eSignature across the EU. In total, these programs ensure that organizations 

doing business within and across the EU can quickly, easily and securely transact business online in 

accordance with eIDAS and EU data protection laws. The announcement builds on prior news that DT 

joined the DocuSign Global Trust Network as a strategic investor. 

"DocuSign's investment in Europe was perfectly timed for the new regulation that took effect last July," 

said Paul Achleitner, chairman of Deutsche Bank. "The combination of the new regulation change and 

the expansion of the DocuSign Global Trust Network is facilitating Europe's digital transformation." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Huawei and Altair Sign MoU to Jointly Pursue High-Performance Computing (HPC) Opportunities 

and Build Industrial Simulation Cloud Solutions 

24 March 2017 

Huawei and Altair have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) at CeBIT 2017, marking the 

beginning of a cooperation for High-performance Computing (HPC) and Cloud Solutions. The two 

companies will cooperate with each other to develop industrial simulation cloud solutions for their 

customers. 

In accordance with the terms of the cooperation, they will build a joint test center in Huawei's Munich 

OpenLab to carry out software and hardware optimization tests based on Altair's PBS Works and 

Huawei's HPC and cloud platforms. Taking full advantage of the high performance and reliability of 

Huawei's HPC and cloud platforms, the joint tests will help customers reduce software integration and 

performance verification workloads considerably and simplify the deployment and management of 

industrial simulation cloud platforms. Altair PBS Works is the leading HPC workload management suite 

that offers comprehensive, reliable HPC resource management solutions and policy-based job 

scheduling solutions. 

"Digital transformation is now bringing revolutionary changes to the manufacturing industry, especially 

in the automobile industry. An industrial simulation cloud platform can accelerate engineering 

simulation tests and allow local and remote R&D personnel to simultaneously work on product designs 

https://www.docusign.com/customer-video/deutsche-telekom
http://www.keithkrach.com/bio
https://www.docusign.com/press-releases/docusign-unveils-invest-for-europe-initiative-in-advance-of-new-eu-regulation
https://www.docusign.com/sites/default/files/standards-based-digital-signatures.pdf
https://www.docusign.com/sites/default/files/standards-based-digital-signatures.pdf
https://www.docusign.com/products/signature-appliance
https://www.docusign.com/how-it-works/electronic-signature/digital-signature
https://www.docusign.com/how-it-works/electronic-signature/digital-signature
https://www.docusign.com/press-releases/deutsche-telekom-joins-docusign-global-trust-network-strategic-investor
https://www.docusign.com/press-releases/deutsche-telekom-joins-docusign-global-trust-network-strategic-investor
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=OwfZLhTj51BHSCea7X9fCdgvU7W8NRmNa3EzjsvlXJpUpk5sJrf1vOvOHJ6am-uI8c1Jm0uwP2HiIPpIM4JGNg==
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=UB7c55D1KEDpOn2QSy5lX-zhQxOhwmZaciuuAVLOnsBl8O_7qAd64iW4PiM5lWs6jdDWpZM4sdaGJceoxDzboQ==
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with cutting-edge technologies and designs, gaining edges in the market. The Huawei-Altair cooperation 

will be dedicated to building highly efficient, high-performance industrial simulation cloud solutions 

leveraging Altair’s PBS Works software suite," said Yu Dong, President of Industry Marketing & 

Solution Dept of Enterprise BG, Huawei. "Committed to a vision of openness, cooperation, and win-

win, Huawei cooperates with global partners to provide customers with innovative solutions for 

industrial manufacturing and help them achieve business success." 

"We are very happy about this cooperation with Huawei," said Dr. Detlef Schneider, Senior Vice 

President EMEA at Altair. "By combining our HPC technologies, namely Altair's market-leading HPC 

workload management suite PBS Works and Huawei's HPC and cloud platforms, we will provide our 

industrial manufacturing customers with more value for their HPC and cloud applications. This 

combined solution will significantly reduce software integration efforts and simplify the deployment and 

management of industrial simulation cloud platforms." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Team Receives the Harvey Rosten Award for Thermal Heatsink Optimization 

Methodology 

21 March 2017 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced that Dr. Robin Bornoff, Dr. John Parry and John Wilson, 

a team from Mentor Graphics Mechanical Analysis Division, received the Harvey Rosten Award for 

Excellence in thermal modeling and analysis of electronics.  The team received the award for their 

paper, Subtractive Design: A Novel Approach to Heatsink Improvement, at the 33rd annual IEEE 

Thermal Measurement, Modeling and Management Symposium (SEMI-THERM) in San Jose, 

California. 

The Mentor Graphics team created a unique methodology to sequentially remove underperforming 

portions of a heatsink to save weight and cost without compromising overall thermal performance. This 

method using Mentor Graphics® FloTHERM® technology provides a variety of automated optimization 

approaches to gain deeper insights into thermal characterizations to determine the best thermal design 

solution. 

“We are extremely proud of our team for their commitment and dedication in discovering ways in which 

heatsinks may be optimized,” stated Roland Feldhinkel, general manager of Mentor Graphics 

Mechanical Analysis Division. “To be recognized by the selection committee comprised of highly 

esteemed thermal experts is a tremendous honor, and particularly personal since this award is named 

after the co-founder of Flomerics, which Mentor Graphics acquired in 2008.” 

The Harvey Rosten Award For Excellence has been established by the family and friends of Harvey 

Rosten, who was responsible for the development of PHOENICS, the world’s first commercial general 

purpose computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software while working at CHAM, and co-founder of 

Flomerics (now a division of Mentor Graphics Corporation). The Award commemorates Rosten's 

achievements in the field of thermal analysis of electronics equipment, and the thermal modeling of 

electronics parts and packages. The award aims to encourage innovation and excellence in these fields. 

2017 Harvey Rosten Award Recipients 

Dr. Robin Bornoff is a market development manager in Mentor Graphics Mechanical Analysis Division. 

 Robin was previously an application and support engineer, and a product marketing manager, 

http://mentor.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d%3f.%3a%2f%3e%26JDG%3c907%2b57.LP%3f%40083%3a&RE=MC&RI=4525361&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=40051&Action=Follow+Link
http://mentor.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d%3f.%3a%2f%3e%26JDG%3c907%2b57.LP%3f%40083%3a&RE=MC&RI=4525361&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=40050&Action=Follow+Link
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specializing in the application of CFD to electronics cooling and the design of the built environment. He 

attained a mechanical engineering degree from Brunel University in 1992 followed by a PhD in 1995 for 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) research. 

John Wilson is currently the electronics product specialist for Mentor Graphics Mechanical Analysis 

Division.  John previously managed the engineering design services team, where he gained extensive 

experience in IC package-level test and analysis correlation, heatsink optimization and compact model 

development. He joined Mentor Graphics is 1999 after receiving his BS and MS in mechanical 

engineering from the University of Colorado at Denver. 

Dr. John Parry is the electronics industry manager for Mentor Graphics Mechanical Analysis Division, 

which he joined when it was founded as Flomerics in 1989.  He attained a chemical Engineering Degree 

from Leeds University in 1982 and a PhD in 1988. His expertise includes compact modeling of fans, IC 

and LED packages, heatsinks, DoE and optimization methods, and thermal characterization, with over 

75 published technical articles. John is a member of JC15 and past chair of SEMI-THERM. 

To learn more about Mentor Graphics FloTHERM technology and to access articles and papers by these 

Harvey Rosten Award winners, go to: https://www.mentor.com/products/mechanical/flotherm/flotherm/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC and OSIsoft to Collaborate to Accelerate Industrial Internet of Things Solution Development 

21 March 2017 

PTC and OSIsoft today announced from the OSIsoft Users Conference in San Francisco their intention 

to integrate the ThingWorx® Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) Platform with the OSIsoft PI System to 

enable faster development of IoT solutions from connected data sources. As planned, the integration 

would allow customers using the OSIsoft PI System data infrastructure to easily incorporate capabilities 

from ThingWorx – including application enablement, machine learning, industrial connectivity, and 

augmented reality – and access to applications on the ThingWorx Marketplace™ to more rapidly 

advance IoT initiatives and enable customers to expand and accelerate their return on investment. 

The OSIsoft PI System is an application-ready data infrastructure that collects and contextualizes 

operational and product data for real-time insight. Bringing PI System data into an Industrial IoT 

platform like ThingWorx enables customers to get more value from the data, such as by establishing 

predictive analytics models to prevent unplanned downtime with predictive maintenance, building 

Industrial IoT applications that deliver real-time operational intelligence, and enhancing workforce 

efficiency through new augmented reality experiences. 

In addition to the planned technology integration, OSIsoft and PTC expect to identify and pursue joint 

customer opportunities in operational settings – discrete manufacturing, hybrid manufacturing, oil and 

gas, utilities, and process manufacturing. 

“Fundamental to success in the Industrial IoT space is not only the ability to aggregate and contextualize 

business and operational data in real-time, but also to have capabilities that allow for action and insights 

off of that data,” said Howard Heppelmann, divisional general manager, connected operations solutions, 

PTC. “As planned, the collaboration between OSIsoft and PTC would combine the comprehensive 

Industrial IoT capabilities of ThingWorx with rich PI System data sources to enable faster realization of 

more robust and advanced Industrial IoT solutions.” 

“In the fast-changing world of the Industrial IoT, it’s critical that we continue to offer our customers the 

http://mentor.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d%3f.%3a%2f%3e%26JDG%3c907%2b57.LP%3f%40083%3a&RE=MC&RI=4525361&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=40049&Action=Follow+Link
http://marketplace.thingworx.com/
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latest capabilities for them to maintain a competitive advantage and recognize business value,” said 

Martin Otterson, senior vice president of customer success, OSIsoft. “As planned, layering the 

ThingWorx platform over the PI System Data Infrastructure would extend the value that our customers 

can realize from the PI System. The powerful capabilities, market reach, and Industrial IoT leadership 

position of PTC make it an ideal partner for OSIsoft in the Industrial IoT landscape.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens CEO boosts commitment to American manufacturing, workforce development at White 

House 

17 March 2017 

Joe Kaeser, President and CEO of Siemens AG, bolstered Siemens' strong commitment to strengthening 

American manufacturing during a meeting today at the White House with President Donald Trump. 

With 50,000 employees and more than 60 manufacturing sites across the United States, Kaeser joined 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel and several global CEOs for a discussion with the President focused 

on workforce development. An apprentice from Siemens' Charlotte Energy Hub accompanied Kaeser for 

the meeting, highlighting Siemens' efforts to demonstrate and utilize the apprenticeship model in the 

U.S. 

Continuing Siemens' extensive efforts to boost workforce development initiatives in the U.S., Kaeser 

announced a commitment to nearly double Siemens' industry-leading apprenticeship program, hire and 

train hundreds more veterans per year, and provide an additional $2 billion in in-kind grants of its 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Software for academic and institutional use. 

Additionally, Kaeser emphasized Siemens' commitment to the U.S. market, highlighting the company's 

recent announcement of an expansion of Siemens' Walpole, Massachusetts, manufacturing and R&D 

facility. Siemens anticipates the $300 million investment may ultimately create as many as 700 

permanent new jobs through 2026. 

"A highly-skilled manufacturing workforce is critical to Siemens in the United States, where we've been 

active for over 160 years. The U.S. is now our largest market – we've invested about $35 billion here in 

the past 15 years," said Kaeser. "I appreciated the opportunity to discuss with President Trump how 

industry, academia and government can work together to help empower workers with the skills needed 

for success in today's advanced manufacturing environment and prepare them well for next generation 

manufacturing." 

For Siemens, the U.S. is an extremely vital production location, one of its most important research 

centers, and a key base from which Siemens exports globally – with about $5.4 billion in exports during 

the last fiscal year. The company invests more than $1 billion in R&D annually and more than $50 

million in job training programs. 

Siemens Boosts Commitment to American Manufacturing, Workforce Development:  

Apprenticeships 

Siemens will commit over and above its existing apprenticeship program to train an additional 20 

apprentices in the U.S. Siemens initiated its U.S. apprenticeship program in Charlotte in 2011, 

partnering with Central Piedmont Community College to create a pipeline of skilled manufacturing 

workers for the future. Based on the success of the Charlotte program, Siemens has launched similar 
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programs in Fort Payne, Ala., Sacramento and Atlanta. 

Veterans 

Since 2011, Siemens has hired over 2,500 veterans. Continuing its strong support for hiring veterans, 

Siemens commits to hiring a minimum of 300 U.S. military veterans per year for the next three years, 

providing them with additional skills training to make them successful at performing roles at Siemens' 

various U.S. facilities. 

In 2013, Siemens announced a job training initiative for U.S. military veterans with an engineering and 

manufacturing background as part of a nationwide effort to assist veterans transitioning to the civilian 

workforce. The program, launched by Siemens' product lifecycle management (PLM) software business 

unit in 22 cities across the country, provides free training in the use of state-of-the-art digital lifecycle 

management and computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and computer-

aided engineering (CAE) software technology. 

PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) Software 

As software plays an increasing role in the next era of manufacturing, Siemens PLM Software's Global 

Opportunities in PLM (GO PLM) leads the industry in providing students and faculty access to the same 

leading edge software used in nearly every manufacturing environment worldwide. Siemens' GO PLM 

provides design and manufacturing software to more than one million students yearly at over 12,000 

global institutions, where it is used at every academic level – from grade schools to graduate engineering 

research programs. To date in the U.S., Siemens has provided over $3 billion of in-kind software grants. 

Siemens commits to providing more than $2 billion worth of in-kind software grants to academic 

partners across the U.S. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ThinkEDU Named Autodesk North America Learning Products Distributor 

21 March 2017 

Today, ThinkEDU expands its relationship with Autodesk, Inc., as the new North America Learning 

Products Distributor. ThinkEDU will manage the Autodesk Authorized Training Centers (ATCs), 

Authorized Academic Partners (AAPs), and Membership Training Providers (MTPs) in North America 

by delivering expert instructor-led training across the Autodesk product portfolio. ThinkEDU provides 

these training channels with program expertise, business development, operational assistance and 

marketing support. 

"We were delighted and honored to be selected by Autodesk as their Learning Products Distributor for 

North America," commented Michael Fischler, CEO of ThinkEDU. "Our past relationship with 

Autodesk, along with our vast experience focused on the education channel, gives us a unique 

perspective on assisting partners who wish to expand their business into this channel. We also look 

forward to recruiting new candidates who wish to join Autodesk education programs." 

Autodesk AAPs use their knowledge of education and learning to help students and educators select the 

right software tools for their needs, including hands-on support, which enables integration of technology 

into the school's course curriculum. 

Autodesk ATCs offer skilled instructors in quiet classroom settings utilizing sample projects and 

exercises that emphasize real-world, practical applications. Autodesk customers and students who attend 
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ATC classes will gain product expertise through a variety of courses, while preparing for an Autodesk 

Certification and entry into future job markets or new job roles. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

Bentley Systems CEO Greg Bentley to Hold Press Conference at SPAR 3D Expo & Conference 

23 March 2017 

Bentley Systems will hold a press conference featuring CEO Greg Bentley during the SPAR 3D Expo 

and Conference in Houston, Texas. He will discuss how Bentley is making reality modeling available to 

all; in more form factors, more formats and inputs, combining digital imagery and point-cloud data, and 

leveraging mobile and cloud technology. 

When:   

Wednesday, April 5, 2017  

10:45 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  

Where:  

SPAR 3D Expo and Conference  

Marriott Marquis Houston  

Houston, Texas 

Click here to return to Contents 

Deloitte is the Global Platinum Sponsor for Anaplan Hub17 

23 March 2017 

Anaplan today announced that Deloitte will be the Global Platinum Sponsor of Hub17, Anaplan's 

premier global user conference. Industry visionaries, leaders, experts, and people looking to be inspired 

will gather at Hub17 from March 27–29 in San Francisco to share the vision of connection. Deloitte will 

also sponsor a series of Hub Comes to You events in coming months at locations throughout Europe. 

Several members of the Deloitte Consulting LLP practice will speak at Hub17, including Brandon 

Kulik, who will present at the "Through the Looking Glass: Where Predictive Science Meets Anaplan" 

session, along with Simmi Mehta and Teemu Rajala. The session will provide an overview of Deloitte's 

new Sales Performance Science offering and review how predictive analytics coupled with Anaplan 

enables smarter sales planning and is helping clients better harness the power of their data. 

Vishnu Narins, Senior Manager at Deloitte Consulting LLP, and Robert Walker of Dairy Farmers of 

America will speak at the "Achieving Operational Excellence With Integrated Business Planning" 

session. The session will review the ways an Integrated Business Planning framework helps users 

optimize decision-making to increase revenue, taking an in-depth look at how the Dairy Farmers of 

America modernized its supply chain operation and gained critical insight into the financial implications 

of production decisions with Anaplan. 

The Hub17 keynote  on Tuesday, March 28, will feature big-picture thinkers like Dr. Mae Jemison, the 

first woman of color in space; Anaplan's new President and CEO Frank Calderoni; Constellation 

Research CEO R "Ray" Wang; and—as stated on the Hub17 site—customers and partners such as 

https://www.anaplan.com/
http://apln.co/2t5sd1
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American Family Insurance, Deloitte, DISH Network, Genoa, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Kimberly-

Clark, RSA Group, and Sonos. 

"Deloitte understood the potential of the Anaplan platform early on," said Paul Melchiorre, Anaplan 

Chief Revenue Officer. "They've developed a diverse range of apps, targeting specific industry use cases 

and advanced planning initiatives, to give enterprise decision-makers a way to connect data and 

applications and get the insights they need to plan effectively. "We're honored that Deloitte is again 

collaborating with Anaplan as the Global Platinum Sponsor of Hub as we take our shared vision of 

connected planning to market." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Huawei and Deutsche Telekom Share Open Telekom Cloud Success Stories and Future Plans at 

CeBIT 2017 

21 March 2017 

At CeBIT 2017 held at Hannover, Germany, Huawei and Deutsche Telekom today shared their latest 

developments and future plans for the Open Telekom Cloud (OTC). Since its commercial launch in 

2016, the jointly-developed solution has been enhanced with 50 new flavours and new services, 

providing enterprises with a comprehensive set of cloud services. Furthermore, the partners announced 

to join forces to tackle the IoT hardware market. 

The Open Telekom Cloud covers IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and vertical solutions that enable seamless 

integration with an enterprise's existing IT infrastructure. It provides a full range of on-demand and 

secure cloud services. Since its launch a year ago, the solution has already become a leading case for 

commercialization in the OpenStack community. 

Latest Developments and Future Plans of Open Telekom Cloud 

Integration with the IoT (OTC + IoT) is a key feature of the Open Telekom Cloud. With 20 years of 

experience in wireless communications technology, Huawei provides best-in-class IoT services and 

technical support to enterprises and partners and delivers innovative solutions to enable digital 

agriculture, digital logistics, smart lighting and Smart City. For the Open Telekom Cloud project, 

Huawei and Deutsche Telekom are innovating together to provide enterprise customers of various 

industries with leading chips, networks, cloud platforms and services. 

Together Huawei and Deutsche Telekom have enhanced the IaaS quality of the Open Telekom Cloud, 

and will gradually launch PaaS to help customers simplify the development and management of 

applications while lowering operational development costs and risk. By providing relational database 

services through the Open Telekom Cloud, customers no longer need to construct and manage their own 

databases. Through the application of containers, customers are also freed from cluster management by 

utilizing the container engine provided by the Open Telekom Cloud. At the same time, the Open 

Telekom Cloud is launching SaaS solutions including Big Data analysis and Artificial Intelligence. 

Simon Lin, President of Deutsche Telekom Key Account Department of Huawei, said: "Cloud services 

are a key part of Huawei's business strategy, and we will continuously invest in this area. By joining 

forces with Deutsche Telekom, a leading cloud service provider in Europe with vast experience in 

offering quality ICT services to customers, we aim to empower the digital transformation of European 

enterprises." 

Anette Bronder, Director of Digital Division T-Systems and Telekom Security: "With our public cloud 
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'Made in Germany' we provide enterprise customers with affordable and secure cloud services. The 

Open Telekom Cloud is a platform particularly suitable for developers and start-ups, enabling them to 

safely capture the vast opportunities brought about by digital transformation. Industry 4.0 and the IoT 

need a high-performing and secure cloud as basis. With the Open Telekom Cloud we provide the soil to 

grow digital business for every industry." 

CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, has performed a large proof-of-concept 

utilizing more than 1000 virtual machines on the Open Telekom Cloud, performing workloads from the 

different experiments on the Large Hadron Collider. The results were positive throughout, evidenced by 

the fact that the Open Telekom Cloud was selected to provide services to support the Helix Nebula 

Science Cloud, enabling Europe's biggest research centres, CERN, EMBL, IFAE and others to make use 

of public cloud service. 

According to Tim Bell, Computer and Monitoring Group Leader at CERN, the laboratory's own cloud 

infrastructure is among the world's largest private OpenStack installations. The common interest of 

CERN and Huawei to drive and enhance the development of OpenStack for large-scale applications will 

now be pursued through a collaborative CERN openlab project, over at least the next 12 months. The 

work will be carried out through the community-processes of OpenStack, with the results being fully 

open source. 

Huawei has been providing industry partners such as Deutsche Telekom and its subsidiary T-Systems 

with leading new ICT infrastructure, such as servers, storage, networking and cloud operating systems, 

to jointly develop and deliver powerful and secure cloud services. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC’s Kevin Wrenn to Keynote Zuken Innovation World 2017 Americas 

22 March 2017 

Kevin Wrenn, general manager of PLM at PTC, will be the keynote speaker for Zuken Innovation 

World (ZIW) 2017 Americas. Zuken USA’s annual user and technology conference will be held on 

April 24-26 at Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. 

Wrenn will speak on “The Digital Engineering Transformation Journey and You,” explaining that in all 

industries the introduction of smart, connected technology will disrupt jobs and businesses—for the 

better. He will outline what role attendees can play in this transformational journey, how to prepare for 

the changes, and why the IoT era is going to be an exciting time to be in the workplace. 

Wrenn will draw on 25 years of experience at PTC driving the business strategy, executing go-to-market 

and product lifecycle activities, and delivering customer success for the company’s PLM segment. 

This year Zuken University has expanded to offer more than 40 classes, helping attendees learn the 

newest features to boost their productivity with Zuken tools. With a focus on education, the classes are 

smaller and highly interactive to maximize the learning experience. For those with specific product 

questions, the popular Zuken Expert Bar will have six stations offering 1:1 access to Zuken’s technical 

team and the latest product releases. 

Further highlights of the packed, four-track agenda include: 

 Partner classes from: Ansys, Aras, No Magic, PTC, SiliconExpert, DownStream Technologies 

and Ultra Librarian. 
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 Sneak peaks of new products being released later in the year. 

 Technology Showcase featuring Zuken’s partners and of Zuken’s own product updates for 2017. 

For more information, or to register for the event, click here: www.zuken.com/ziw-us. 

Click here to return to Contents 

See New Development Methods for Smart Devices and Modern Manufacturing Methods at Altair’s 

HMI Presence in Hannover 

22 March 2017 

Altair presents at this year's HANNOVER MESSE, April 24 - 28, its solutions and methods for 

simulation driven design and a technology demonstrator of a virtual cobot (a collaborative robot), as 

well as customer examples to demonstrate how Altair's solutions can be applied to develop innovative 

products. In addition, Altair will host: a "Design the DifferenceTM" day, offering a conference program 

that addresses the challenges and needs of engineers working on the development of increasingly 

complex products, featuring customer examples of successful product developments. The "Design the 

Difference" day conference program is included in the overall program of the CAE Forum and will take 

place on April 25th at 1:30 pm in hall 6/L46. 

Today product creators have to consider the entire mechatronic system, including its structure, sensors, 

actuators, controllers and much more. How these complex processes can be handled will be presented 

with a virtual cobot demonstrator, showing the challenges in the development of smart devices and 

offering solutions for innovative IoT products. From 1D to 3D - from sensors to optimized structures, as 

well as data analytics, all required development steps can be conducted and solved with Altair's software 

platform and its simulation driven innovation approach. 

How to handle manufacturing methods and smart materials are showcased with exhibits of products by 

Altair customers. Among these the Robot Bike, a bike that combines carbon fiber and 3D printing 

technologies, resulting in a fully customizable, lightweight, and high strength mountain bike. PROTIQ's 

additively manufactured injection molding tool, that offers unparalleled profitability through structural 

and thermal optimization. And an example of a before welded component of a rocker arm for an 

agricultural soil tillage unit, which is now casted and was optimized regarding weight, material usage 

and durability, from AMAZONE. The demonstrator was developed together with Altair, voxeljet, and 

Procast. 

Highlighted topics at the Altair booth are: 

 Design processes for modern manufacturing methods 

 Electric efficiency 

 Smart Material Design 

 Connected Model Based Engineering 

 System Simulation 

 Industry 4.0 / Cobots / Smart Devices / IoT 

 and HyperWorks 2017 the most comprehensive CAE platform available today. 

http://www.zuken.com/ziw-us
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=WDoRdR3_zL0VzV3exR0nD5UbJexb2dyqdKijAD6POTvuDuwKwah6TuRybrjMFHWHAanPFYv4FodUQz4BticnZw==
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In addition, Altair is pleased welcome Laser Zentrum Nord GmbH as a co-exhibitor at this year’s 

conference. Together the two companies will present their specific solutions for additive manufacturing, 

a collaboratively developed "Design for Additive Manufacturing" training program as well as a joint 

case study of a “bionic brake pedal” demonstrator. 

“We are happy to welcome Laser Zentrum Nord at our booth," said Mirko Bromberger, Director 

Marketing and Additive Manufacturing Strategies at Altair Engineering. “The company is an important 

ally for us, especially with regards to new development and manufacturing processes, such as additive 

manufacturing. The visitors of Hannover Messe can expect a very broad and informative program, 

highlighting solutions for various production and engineering disciplines, smart materials, Industry 4.0 

and much more.“ 

"We have joined Altair at their Hannover Messe booth for the last couple of years and are very happy to 

do it again this year," said Frank Beckmann at Laser Zentrum Nord GmbH. "At our demo station at the 

Altair booth we will focus on our innovational technologies for metal additive manufacturing and will 

be showing, amongst other components, a 3D printed “bionic brake pedal” demonstrator, which was 

optimized using the Altair tools and manufactured following the processes we recommend for more 

efficiency in metal 3D printing. The structure of this demonstrator was optimized with the aid of 

topology optimization against the background of light construction. The design was adapted for additive 

production in order to keep the number of support structures as low as possible. As a result, the effort in 

the after-treatment of the pedal is reduced to a minimum." 

The agenda of Altair's Design the Difference program covers the challenging journey engineers have to 

make when developing for Industry 4.0 and presents solutions and methods for simulation driven 

innovation by illustrating various industry examples on how to develop innovative products 

successfully, despite an increasing complexity. 

Agenda:  

 How Simulation Driven Design Revolutionizes Product Development - If Done Right! 

 Electrical Engineering in the Age of IoT 

 Designing a Collaborative Robot – Predevelopment with solidThinking 

 Podium Discussion - Why do we Need to Change the Design Paradigm for IOT Devices? 

Visit Altair at HANNOVER MESSE 2017, hall 6/booth L17 and on Tuesday, April 25 at 1:30 pm at the 

CAE-Forum in hall 6/booth L46. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail Ltd. Selects Dassault Systèmes’ “My Collection” Industry Solution 

Experience 

21 March 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail Ltd. (ABFRL), India’s largest 

fashion and lifestyle company, has adopted its “My Collection” industry solution experience to 

accelerate the time to market of its fashion collections and increase consumer satisfaction. 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=f8tgkWU1UHn0b4e4XC2T8-TtMt6ppG7wp59q_I43cUC2yUJC0qhhYMMlxoG9wdYgF_dGgjr1x14krAgl4U8BDwz3H_l9n8AhXeXMNHo3rW4ZwRMDOenmAvnSdPvWhKkSU_bb70NfKui7Vl0IQZIZPg==
http://www.abfrl.com/#home
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ABFRL is India's number one fashion lifestyle entity. The company recently engaged in a customer-

centric strategy to develop innovative collections inspired by customers and trendsetters for its more 

than 7,000 points of sale across premium multi-brand stores and department stores. With Dassault 

Systèmes’ “My Collection,” the company has one digital solution to manage its collections from their 

initial concept to the retail environment. 

Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, “My Collection” helps manage the entire product lifecycle 

with digital continuity across inspiration, ideation, planning, design, development, sourcing, 

merchandising, visual assortment planning and product marketing. A collaborative environment 

standardizes and simplifies product development and sourcing processes across all collections and 

channels. “My Collection” enables ABFRL to connect internal and external stakeholders, integrate 

supply chains and improve visibility, flexibility and decision support. ABFRL can reduce material and 

trim costs and eliminate production errors or delays. 

“We chose Dassault Systèmes’ ‘My Collection’ industry solution experience to replace our existing 

Product Lifecycle Management solution after a thorough evaluation of various competing solutions,” 

said Ashish Dikshit, Business Head, Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail Ltd. “The combination of the 

technological superiority of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, the visionary product roadmap, and the 

industry knowledge of Dassault Systèmes’ value-added reseller Simbus Technologies is a winning 

proposition for us and will help us to consolidate our market leadership and achieve key business 

objectives of speed to market, cost leadership and profitable growth.” 

“Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail is the latest example of how the largest fashion company in India is 

transforming its business by connecting its people, information and ideas with the 3DEXPERIENCE 

platform,” said Chris Colyer, Vice President, Consumer Goods and Retail Industry, Dassault Systèmes. 

“Dassault Systèmes offers comprehensive, ready-to-deploy functionality for multi-category management 

in one environment with scalability to support growth. Brands and retailers can improve operational 

efficiency and reduce cost of goods by up to 30 percent.” 

ABFRL brands include four of India’s top fashion brands: Louis Philippe, Van Heusen, Allen Solly and 

Peter England. The company also houses a range of fashion formats such as Planet Fashion and The 

Collective and Pantaloons, the most loved large format fashion retailer in India. 

Click here to return to Contents 

L&T Infotech Selected as a Strategic Partner by Scandinavian Energy Company, OKQ8 Scandinavia 

20 March 2017 

Leading global IT services and solutions provider L&T Infotech or LTI today announced signing a 

multi-year strategic partnership with OKQ8 Scandinavia, one of Scandinavia’s largest energy 

companies. As part of the deal, LTI will provide Application Development & Maintenance Services 

(ADMS) and also help OKQ8 Scandinavia transform its IT systems and business processes. 

With customer experience as a core element of its vision, OKQ8 Scandinavia selected LTI as a strategic 

partner to stabilize IT operations, bring agility to business, meet compliance mandates, and improve 

customer satisfaction. LTI was selected for its technology expertise, experience across retail, energy and 

banking domain, strong presence in Nordic region and its collaborative approach. 

LTI will leverage the full Microsoft cluster capability on products such as Microsoft AX ERP, CRM, 

Integration platform BizTalk, Office 365 & Collaboration platform to help OKQ8 Scandinavia achieve 

digital leadership. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lntinfotech.com%2FNewsandEvents%2FPages%2FFacebookAtWork.aspx%3FEventID%3D267&esheet=51528157&newsitemid=20170320005618&lan=en-US&anchor=L%26T+Infotech&index=1&md5=f12ecc4122286060a995d263728f7216
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Maja Robertsson, Director IT & Logistics, OKQ8 Scandinavia, said, “It feels really good to have found 

a strategic IT partner in L&T Infotech. Our partnership will give us numerous advantages and will allow 

us to improve our business even further.” 

Sarbajit Deb, Chief Business Officer, Nordic Region, LTI, said, “This engagement is a great example of 

companies simplifying their IT architecture to turn IT into a strategic advantage. We are excited about 

this partnership because it leverages the right mix of our technology expertise, domain knowledge and 

strong presence in Nordic region. We are committed to helping OKQ8 Scandinavia design richer 

experiences for its clients.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Max Mara Manufacturer IMAX Signs with Centric Software 

21 March 2017 

IMAX, a manufacturing division of iconic Italian fashion company Max Mara, has selected Centric 

Software to provide its product lifecycle management (PLM) solution.  

IMAX is part of the Max Mara Group and produces knitwear and jersey for most of its 35 different 

labels. The core business is manufacturing, although IMAX also provides logistics services to Max 

Mara’s brands. IMAX is a complex operation, with production in Italy as well as some outsourcing to 

sites in Europe and Asia. 

IMAX’s main goals are to keep production costs as low as possible while still producing high quality 

clothing and to guarantee on-time deliveries to its customers. Although the company previously had a 

PDM system in place, it was primarily using an ERP system to organize data. Users were lacking 

visibility and there was a duplication of information across various systems and programs, creating 

inefficiencies and confusion. 

“The tools we had been using for many years were no longer up to date and were not sophisticated 

enough for our business processes,” explains Giovanni Bisotti, IT Manager at Imax Srl. “We had 

different systems all containing various product data which made it difficult for users to keep up. In 

some cases, the same data was being entered twice in different systems and occasionally data would be 

not be accessible to some users because it was associated with personal databases or accounts.” 

“We wanted to simplify that situation to give users a unique environment where they could find all of 

the information related to each product, so we started looking for a solution. Because things change so 

quickly in the fashion market, we needed flexibility to manage our processes and data and a tool that 

would allow us to react rapidly. We also wanted to enable new methods of collaboration, both internally 

between users and externally with regard to the supply chain.” 

After reviewing a number of different PLM providers, IMAX selected Centric Software to provide their 

new PLM solution. As Bisotti says, Centric proved to be best-in-class for several reasons. 

“We like Centric’s focus on fashion. Centric has great references in Italy and also around the world,” 

says Bisotti. “It’s one of the few PLM solutions that is tailor-made for our industry. The technology 

impressed us and it is easy for users to adopt and use. We looked for a solution that would be highly 

configurable, rather than customizable, and we found it in Centric. Centric’s approach allows us to 

benefit from upgrades and new releases, and Centric is particularly active in that regard issuing new 

innovations frequently.” 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lntinfotech.com%2FNewsandEvents%2FPages%2FFacebookAtWork.aspx%3FEventID%3D267&esheet=51528157&newsitemid=20170320005618&lan=en-US&anchor=L%26T+Infotech&index=2&md5=8ebd57f6915aa0c509cdd49a1b6b311d
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As Bisotti concludes, “We’re looking forward to increased efficiency which will reduce our internal 

costs and time to market. This is the main objective of the project. With Centric PLM in place, we’ll also 

be changing our data model. The PLM system will be the master source of data, rather than the ERP 

system.  So far, working with the Centric team has been great – it’s really straightforward and 

collaborative. I see a lot of positive energy and we’re very enthusiastic about it.” 

“IMAX’s focus on manufacturing high-quality clothing means that they need an adaptable, easy to use, 

innovative solution to drive efficiency while maintaining agility,” says Chris Groves, President and CEO 

of Centric Software, “We are very pleased to partner with them to help meet their cost-savings and time 

to market goals.” 
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Product News 

Additive Capability in VERICUT Unveiled at CGTech’s User Group Meeting  

21 March 2017 

This year’s VERICUT Users' Exchange (VUE) in Irvine was a success with new and loyal customers in 

attendance.  Irvine VUE kicked off the first of 25 North American VUEs where several new features 

being added to the next version of VERICUT – CGTech’s CNC simulation, verification and 

optimization software – were demonstrated.  

During the customer-driven event, multiple topics were covered. Attendees were noticeably excited 

when the new Additive Manufacturing (AM) simulation capability was introduced, which is expected to 

be included in the next release of VERICUT Version 8.1.   

“Additive Manufacturing applications are limitless for manufacturers,” said Gene Granata, VERICUT 

Product Manager. “CGTech has always been forward thinking. Adding this cutting-edge technology to 

VERICUT provides unique solutions that address the needs of our customers taking advantage of the 

rapidly expanding AM market.”  

With more manufactures adopting AM into their daily operations, the timeliness of adding this new 

capability in VERICUT is critical. The new AM capability in VERICUT V8.1 simulates the same NC 

code that will drive the CNC machine, enabling companies to virtually experiment with combining 

additive and traditional “subtractive” metal removal processes to determine optimal safe “Hybrid” 

production methods.  “This gives our customers a competitive edge to create, customize, and/or repair 

products, and in the process, redefine current production technology,” said Granata.  

A list of all currently scheduled worldwide VUE events can be found on the website.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Applied Software Selected for Custom Development of Autodesk BIM 360 Docs Add-on 

21 March 2017 

Applied Software® announced today that its proposal to custom-develop an add-on for BIM 360 

DocsTM was selected by Autodesk as part of a recent "BIM 360 TechBox" competition. The 

Autodesk® program tasked Autodesk partners with building tools on the BIM 360 platform that solve 

business challenges specific to the construction industry. Only two proposed solutions were chosen.   
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The new Applied Software tool, "360Sync for BIM 360 Docs," is anticipated to be available in May and 

will synchronize files to/from local servers/computers with Autodesk's BIM 360 Docs.   

"Construction projects require an enormous amount of document and file management," said Applied 

Software President Richard Burroughs. "While cloud-based services such as BIM 360 Docs have 

emerged as a great way to make these documents available on-demand, there is a challenge in how to 

keep the files hosted on these services up-to-date with the latest available version. 360Sync for BIM 360 

Docs will simplify this issue, making it much easier to create and maintain a 'single version of the 

truth.'"  

With 360Sync for BIM 360 Docs, users can simply leverage what they're already doing and push files - 

in a mirrored folder structure which has already been defined - to BIM 360 Docs whenever new 

documents are created or when existing ones are modified. Additionally, files can be downloaded from 

BIM 360 Docs to users' local systems, enabling seamless integration with current business processes.  

 For the two winning TechBox products, Autodesk is assisting in product development and marketing 

support. The Autodesk partners will retain full ownership rights of their codes and tools.   

The Applied Software 360Sync platform is currently available for Windows, BIM 360 Glue, BIM 360 

Field and Viewpoint.  
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Aras Extends Digital Thread into Manufacturing and Service with Latest Open Release of Aras PLM 

Platform 

21 March 2017 

Aras® today announced availability of new functionality in Aras Innovator to enable quality 

management professionals to react to quality events and cascade change requirements across all facets of 

product development. This new capability in the Quality Management Systems (QMS) application 

connects Manufacturing and Service to product engineering to create a Digital Thread for product 

quality. In addition, the latest version of Aras Innovator adds new usability and productivity features. 

The latest version of Aras Innovator is available for open download. Existing subscribers are entitled to 

software upgrades performed by Aras at no additional charge, regardless of the amount of system 

customization. 

Enterprise-wide Quality Management in One PLM Platform  

Quality management professionals face the challenge of quickly responding to quality issues and 

communicating change requirements enterprise-wide. The new Quality Systems (QS) component in 

Aras QMS connects the proactive and reactive aspects of quality management, and fully integrates 

quality processes into Engineering and Manufacturing. QS enables: 

 Closed-loop corrective action/preventive action (CAPA) – accelerates identification, 

containment, and analysis of issues, and tracking of affected items 

 Root cause analysis (RCA) – offers a variety of RCA tools; fault tree analysis, fishbone analysis, 

and five whys 

 Collaboration – supports quality review through Visual Collaboration, business rules and 

workflow, and aggregation and packaging of CAP items 

http://www.aras.com/
http://www.aras.com/solutions/plm-solution.aspx?name=product-lifecycle-management
http://www.aras.com/solutions/quality
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 Reporting – provides 8D reporting and tracking of CAPA metrics (% closed, % due) 

New Usability and Fast Access to Information for Enhanced Productivity  

The latest version of Aras Innovator adds a range of user interface (UI) enhancements that include: 

 Tab mode – offers a Tab view to avoid launching multiple windows during an Aras Innovator 

session 

 Enhanced search – new preview option allows quick viewing of full item details directly from 

search results 

 Deep Linking – allows users to share asset locations through direct URL hyperlinks 

 Microsoft Edge support – enables Aras Innovator access through the Microsoft Edge browser 

“With this latest release of Aras Innovator, we continue to expand the Aras PLM Platform, whether 

building out the Quality Management System application for the specific needs of quality professionals 

or extending the platform to connect Engineering, Manufacturing, and Service to enable Digital Thread. 

Driven by customer requirements and input, Aras Innovator is the industry’s only PLM platform that 

provides the upgradeability, flexibility, and scalability that organizations require for digital 

transformation and complex product innovation,” said John Sperling, VP Product Management, Aras. 

For more information, attend the live Aras Innovator Demo Series webinar on Quality Systems , 

Thursday, April 13, 11 AM EDT. 
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Autodesk Introduces AutoCAD 2018 

21 March 2017 

In this latest release of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, you’re able to: 

 Create and share precise drawings with innovative productivity tools. 

 Save time and minimize frustration with simple tools to fix broken paths for externally 

referenced files. 

 Use the SHX text recognition tool to quickly convert imported PDF geometry to text objects. 

 See significant improvements in the performance of AutoCAD—including in 3D navigation 

when zooming and panning. 

 Take the power of AutoCAD with you wherever you go with an easy-to-use mobile app 

(included when you subscribe to any AutoCAD product). 

Allyn Tidball, owner of Allyn C. Tidball, P.E. and a beta tester, said, “I tend to value most changes to 

AutoCAD which improve my day-by-day, hour-by-hour, minute-by-minute use and production 

efficiency. AutoCAD 2018 has many (what I would call) high-value, low-profile improvements. Several 

are the type which are invisible during the ‘heat of battle,’ but will improve my production. Flashy new 

features are probably great for marketing, but I want to thank the Autodesk team for providing many 

improvements that I value much, much more in this release.” 

“The fact that PDF import has come to be something that I feel that I can trust saved me several hundred 

dollars this week,” Tidball elaborated. The team has continued to make enhancements to this feature. 

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5978022011853492225?source=Press+Release
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With AutoCAD 2018, you can use the SHX text recognition tool to quickly convert imported PDF 

geometry to text and Mtext objects. Add to that the enhanced Text to Mtext tool, enabling you to convert 

a combination of single- and multi- line text objects to a one multi-line text object, automatically 

inferring formatting. 

Enhancements in AutoCAD 2018 help reduce the problems created by broken reference paths by saving 

time and minimizing frustration. Integrated tools enable you to easily replace the paths of one or more 

missing references with a new path. 

An architectural designer from MG2, Paul Vorapanich, enthusiastically explained, “Transitioning from 

the previous release to the new release is very easy. Within 30 minutes and a few clicks, I was up and 

running.” 
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Boomerang Commerce Unveils New Retail Lifecycle Performance Management Application 

21 March 2017 

Boomerang Commerce releases its new Lifecycle Performance Management application (LPM). Until 

now, merchants could only react to problems during the product lifecycle as they arose. With 

Boomerang’s newest application customer performance data, blended with external market data, can 

predict future challenges and forecast demand and performance. Utilizing artificial intelligence, LPM 

recommends actions to mitigate performance risks and lets merchants and planners see the predicted 

outcome of their actions. As a result, retailers are able to increase sales, drive profitability, and improve 

sell-through. 

“Apparel brands and retailers use Boomerang Commerce technology to maximize earnings while 

meeting customer expectations in an increasingly dynamic market,” notes Guru Hariharan, Boomerang’s 

CEO. “Facing both internal and external pressures, merchants and merchant planners need a system that 

can synthesize an increasingly diverse and growing set of data to make critical decisions across the 

product lifecycle. The Boomerang Lifecycle Performance Management application allows planners to 

refine the customer experience and improve the merchandising lifecycle to meet demands and grow 

revenue.” 

Lifecycle Performance Management Application Helps Drive Performance 

Merchant planners are under increasing pressure to hit aggressive sales targets without sacrificing 

margins. This requires more accurate forecasting, optimal inventory allocations, and optimal timing of 

markdown prices. However, planners must do this for an ever-increasing set of products and channels, 

all with limited resources and increased market competition. Boomerang’s LPM application leverages 

machine learning to monitor performance, inventory levels, and competitors to identify opportunities to 

improve performance and mitigate risk weeks before they become larger problems. The system saves 

significant time in analysis, prevents last-minute fire drills, and minimizes opportunity cost due to 

ineffective actions. 

"Pricing and selection play a huge role in establishing what a brand stands for and the overall customer 

experience with a brand,” says Joe Milano, senior vice president & general manager of digital, Saks 

Fifth Avenue. “Retailers and brands that proactively use pricing and assortment insights to make smarter 

decisions across the apparel lifecycle using technologies like Boomerang Commerce understand this and 

will have a competitive advantage over those that don't." 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.boomerangcommerce.com%2F&esheet=51528915&newsitemid=20170321006192&lan=en-US&anchor=Boomerang+Commerce&index=1&md5=4b44e55fdfa42b45e512991f84fb9e4a
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Going Beyond Legacy Software Tools to Provide a Digital Merchant Assistant 

Merchant planners must process a staggering amount of data to make intelligent forecasting, 

merchandising and markdown decisions. Unfortunately, many of the tools at their disposal are designed 

for analysts or data scientists and offer only opaque pricing models. Designed to make a planner’s life 

better, Boomerang has created the first machine learning-enabled merchant assistant to help planners 

focus their efforts on actions that can positively impact the business or avert performance issues before 

they strike across the entire product lifecycle. 

The application’s features include: 

 Digital Merchant Assistant: Constantly analyzes catalog, performance, and market data to guide 

planners with suggested actions to drive higher footfall, greater online traffic and increased sell-

through while optimizing for improved margins. This solution: 

 Identifies opportunities and risks that planners can address before they turn into performance 

problems; 

 Guides product lifecycle decision making at the cadence of merchant operations; 

 Recommends multiple decision options to illustrate tradeoffs between various performance 

metrics; and, 

 Offers a streamlined user interface that is designed for merchants and planners. 

 Identifies opportunities and risks that planners can address before they turn into performance 

problems; 

 Guides product lifecycle decision making at the cadence of merchant operations; 

 Recommends multiple decision options to illustrate tradeoffs between various performance 

metrics; and, 

 Offers a streamlined user interface that is designed for merchants and planners. 

 Lifecycle Forecasting: Provides forecasts and simulations for store and online channels to help 

planners: 

 Drive revenue and margin performance across the lifecycle of their products; 

 Achieve optimal sell-through against their plan; and, 

 Foresee inventory and allocation issues before they happen. 

 Drive revenue and margin performance across the lifecycle of their products; 

 Achieve optimal sell-through against their plan; and, 

 Foresee inventory and allocation issues before they happen. 

 Markdown Management and Recommendations: Manages the markdown process from the very 

beginning of the product lifecycle. The solution: 

 Automatically surfaces suggested actions to drive resolution of potential performance issues; 

 Manages markdown decisions across teams to ensure closed-loop operations; and, 
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 Optimizes margin opportunities to ensure no money is left on the table. 

 Automatically surfaces suggested actions to drive resolution of potential performance issues; 

 Manages markdown decisions across teams to ensure closed-loop operations; and, 

 Optimizes margin opportunities to ensure no money is left on the table. 

“The future of retail requires technology to bring a data-driven approach to the art of merchandising," 

says Professor Barbara Kahn, director, Jay H. Baker Retailing Center at The Wharton School. "With the 

massive amounts of information inside a retailer and the ever-changing outside market conditions and 

consumer trends, Boomerang's use of machine learning and predictive analytics to combine and process 

these data sources to then recommend 'next best' actions at any point in the product lifecycle is a huge 

step forward toward modernizing retailing." 

Boomerang’s Lifecycle Performance Management application is delivered as a software-as-a-service 

(SaaS) subscription and is being unveiled today at Shoptalk in Las Vegas. To see a demonstration, 

ShopTalk attendees can stop by booth 624 and learn more.  

Click here to return to Contents 

CONTACT Software Announces New Product Releases 

20 March 2017 

CONTACT Software has expanded its open platform Elements to include innovative components for 

CIM DATABASE PLM and Project Office. New, intuitive web apps and functions allow both enterprise 

solutions to offer an even better user experience. The motivation behind this is the users' desire for smart 

IT tools that are easy to use and help even complex specialized tasks to be performed efficiently. 

The web as a blueprint 

It is web technologies such as HTML 5 and frameworks like React that support complex enterprise 

applications and make an outstanding user experience possible. This is why CONTACT has greatly 

enhanced its article, document and task management components. 

What these modules all have in common is a web interface with a uniform design and navigation 

concept. Users can quickly find their way around in any context and achieve their objectives in fewer 

steps. 

Secure collaboration with other companies 

CONTACT´s Collaboration Portal connects CIM DATABASE PLM and Project Office users with 

engineering offices, suppliers and customers via the web. Access to internal know-how is clearly defined 

for external users and is controlled using an intelligent role and permissions system. 

CONTACT has developed a security architecture according to the defense-in-depth principle to protect 

against cyber-attacks, malware, etc. If new threats arise, the platform and applications' modular 

architecture allows for patch management that immediately closes identified security gaps (learn more). 

Enhanced variant management 

The CIM DATABASE module for variant management helps companies organize their product 

portfolios more efficiently and cost-effectively. The extensions in the new version address requirements 

relating to electrical design and plant engineering in particular. One example is the new variant matrix, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fshoptalk.com%2F&esheet=51528915&newsitemid=20170321006192&lan=en-US&anchor=Shoptalk&index=3&md5=a3fae07dd7f60d330b2360876b8a9c45
https://www.contact-software.com/en/info-service/newsletter/2016/11/collaboration-portal.html
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which is geared to the work methods employed in electrical design. 

The field of plant engineering relies increasingly on modular, mechatronic systems that allow the speed 

and positive cost effects of a configure-to-order (CTO) approach to be combined with the flexibility that 

this industry requires for customer-specific product adaptations in engineer-to-order projects (ETO). The 

new methods in CONTACT's variant management solution enable users to combine both approaches in 

an end-to-end process. (learn more). 

New documentation portal 

A new documentation portal has also become available with CIM DATABASE 11.1, Project Office 4.1 

and CONTACT Elements 15.1. The online help function has been revised technically and the user 

experience improved to quickly provide users, system administrators and partners with the exact product 

information they are looking for. 

Faster value added thanks to more productive users 

Software is becoming ever more important for value added in business processes. Regardless of whether 

users are power or sporadic users, whether they are working in collaborative scenarios within a company 

or between different companies: All authorized persons should be able to use enterprise systems like 

CIM DATABASE PLM and Project Office quickly and easily no matter where they are and what end 

device they are utilizing. 

Release 15.1 of CONTACT Elements therefore provides a new version of its open component 

architecture that is based on industry standards, open source software and state-of-the-art web 

technologies. Its individual modules can be used like building blocks to create outstanding software 

solutions that are easy to operate and which can be extended flexibly.  

"CONTACT Elements is the platform behind our products," says CONTACT´s Head of Marketing Dr. 

Roland Drewinski. "The interaction between its modules makes our specialist applications and those of 

our customers and partners among the most powerful on the market." 
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Deloitte Digital Launches DigitalMix™ 

20 March 2017 

Deloitte Digital today announced the launch of DigitalMix™, a new digital enterprise platform that is 

designed to offer seamless real-time personalized experiences across customer engagement channels. 

DigitalMix brings together an ecosystem of leading technology platforms including Adobe Marketing 

Cloud, together with Deloitte Digital's transformation approach to help clients reach their ambitions and 

bring them to market quickly. Clients can now transform the relationship with consumers, suppliers and 

other members of the ecosystem class with digital capabilities and technology solutions across CRM, 

ERP, digital marketing, omni-channel and Tweet to cash. DigitalMix signifies Deloitte Digital's 

continued investment in its alliance with Adobe to enhance its portfolio of digital marketing solutions. 

"Businesses need to change to thrive in the digital age. Senior executives are looking to take advantage 

of digital possibilities in order to embrace disruption and build lasting value for their businesses," 

said Mike Brinker, principal, Deloitte Consulting LLP and Deloitte Digital global lead. "Our response is 

DigitalMix, which brings together the best of our strategic ecosystem alliance partners to accelerate time 

to value for our customers." 

https://www.contact-software.com/en/info-service/newsletter/2016/12/variant-management.html
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Included in DigitalMix are a series of integrated customer engagement solutions offered in the cloud and 

on-premise. Deloitte Digital, Deloitte's creative digital consultancy, brings strategy, innovation, creative, 

technology and insights to transform the customer journey.  

"The ongoing alliance between Deloitte Digital and Adobe has provided our customers with strategic 

transformational services and tools they need to deliver more personalized content in today's crowded, 

rapidly changing digital environment," said Jay Dettling, vice president of global partners, Adobe. "This 

enterprise platform, which leverages the capabilities and technology innovation of Adobe Marketing 

Cloud, provides excellent customer experience and marketing solutions, all under one roof." 

"Companies compete on experience more than ever. Creating compelling, personal experiences is what 

marketers really care about, and our goal is to help our customers expand or recast the power of the 

brand to drive new consumers, products, services, and markets," said Barbara Venneman, principal, 

Deloitte Consulting LLP and digital marketing leader, Deloitte Digital. "DigitalMix for Marketing will 

harness Adobe Marketing Cloud and other IP-based capabilities that integrate with existing systems that 

are critical to a client's marketing strategy to ultimately help brands engage customers across all 

interactions points." 

Deloitte Digital will be featuring DigitalMix at the Adobe Summit March 19-23, 2017, in Las Vegas, 

Nevada. In addition, a live system demo will be available at the show and a video will be available and 

can be accessed through Vimeo.  
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Oracle Unveils Latest Innovations in Oracle Prime Projects Cloud Service 

20 March 2017 

Oracle today announced the latest innovations to Oracle Prime Projects Cloud Service, Oracle 

Construction and Engineering's powerful project success platform. 

The new Oracle Prime Projects capabilities, Oracle Lean Scheduling Solution and Oracle Capital 

Improvement Program Solution, add innovative project execution and capital planning features to 

Oracle Construction and Engineering's suite of cloud solutions. Oracle Prime Projects enables users to 

manage all aspects of the project lifecycle from ideation to execution to delivery. 

By providing real-time visibility into project cost, schedules, risk, and performance information, Oracle 

Prime Projects empowers stakeholders to make better decisions and deliver better outcomes across all 

stages of the project lifecycle. The cloud suite is mobile ready, offers built-in analytics, and features 

robust workflows and social tools to enable rich, real-time collaboration on mission-critical activities. 

Oracle Lean Scheduling Solution  

Oracle Lean Scheduling is a unique,-purpose-built cloud solution that integrates both critical path 

method (CPM) and Lean scheduling methods into a single, integrated engineering and construction 

production system. The solution simplifies the scheduling processes required to bridge the gap between 

CPM master schedulers and last planners, connecting the field office with the enterprise. The solution 

also breaks down similar silos in product manufacturing, connecting processes and data in an integrated 

system to optimize engineer-to-order and other complex manufacturing methods. Oracle Lean 

Scheduling is built to complement the power of Oracle's industry-leading Primavera P6 Enterprise 

Project Portfolio Management platform, offering unmatched coordination, commitment, and community 

for engineering and construction projects, programs, and enterprises. 

https://www.oracle.com/applications/primavera/solutions/lean-scheduling/index.html
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Oracle Capital Improvement Program Solution (Oracle CIP) 
With a growing backlog of infrastructure demands and shrinking budgets, many public entities struggle 

to decide where to allocate scarce resources for the greatest impact. Oracle Capital Improvement 

Program leverages cloud architecture to help eliminate data silos and facilitate collaborative tasks across 

departments, improving enterprise decision making for customers such as cities, counties, airports, and 

school districts. Robust workflows and reporting capabilities enable organizations to automate, integrate 

and simplify steps in their multi-year portfolio planning and budgeting process. These process 

improvements help public entities better identify, prioritize, and plan their capital portfolios in a 

transparent, credible, and coordinated manner. 

"Oracle Prime Projects provides organizations of any size with an easy-to-use, integrated cloud platform 

to manage the myriad complex processes associated with planning, building, and operating critical 

assets," said Mike Sicilia, senior vice president and general manager of Oracle Construction and 

Engineering. "These latest innovations address key customer challenges and enhance the power of the 

Oracle Prime Projects platform to deliver superior outcomes in the cloud." 

For more information about Oracle Construction and Engineering, please visit http://bit.ly/2lTU3Zr. 
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PrismTech Announces Vortex OpenSplice Support for MathWorks MATLAB and Simulink 

20 March 2017 

PrismTech™ today announced Vortex™ OpenSplice™ support for MathWorks’ MATLAB® and 

Simulink® products. 

PrismTech's Vortex OpenSplice is the leading (commercial and Open Source) implementation of the 

Object Management Group®'s (OMG®) Data-Distribution Service™ (DDS™) standard. Vortex 

OpenSplice has been designed to optimally address the real-time information distribution and 

management challenges posed by high performance real-time data-processing systems. Vortex 

OpenSplice is a key enabler for systems that have to reliably and securely deliver high volumes of data 

with stringent end-to-end qualities-of-service (QoS). Vortex OpenSplice plays a crucial role in many 

mission and business-critical systems by ensuring that the right information is delivered to the right 

place at the right time all the time. 

MathWorks is the leading developer of mathematical computing software. MATLAB is a programming 

environment for algorithm development, data analysis, visualization, and numeric computation. 

Simulink is a graphical environment for simulation and Model-Based Design for multidomain dynamic 

and embedded systems. Engineers and scientists worldwide rely on these product families to accelerate 

the pace of discovery, innovation, and development in automotive, aerospace, electronics, financial 

services, biotech-pharmaceutical, and other industries. 

Via its standardized DDS interface, Vortex OpenSplice now provides integration with MATLAB and 

Simulink. MATLAB classes as well as Simulink BUS definitions are mapped to their corresponding 

Topic definitions in DDS. To ensure type agreement between DDS and MATLAB / Simulink 

applications, Simulink BUS definitions can be automatically generated from the corresponding Topic 

types defined in the IDL format that is standard for DDS applications. MATLAB classes can be defined 

in the MATLAB workspace with the class name, fields and field types corresponding to the DDS IDL 

Topic definition. 

The integration allows users to create DDS entities in their MATLAB / Simulink model and associate 

https://www.oracle.com/applications/primavera/solutions/capital-improvement-program/index.html
https://www.oracle.com/applications/primavera/solutions/capital-improvement-program/index.html
http://bit.ly/2lTU3Zr
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them with desired QoS in separate XML files to provide maximum flexibility and control how and when 

data is exchanged. These capabilities allow users to transparently share any data between different 

MATLAB / Simulink applications and / or pure DDS applications no matter where they have been 

deployed in the network. 

"We are delighted to be able to add MATLAB and Simulink support to Vortex OpenSplice," said 

Andrew Foster, Product Marketing Manager, PrismTech. "This integration of truly world-class products 

will enable our customers to seamlessly share DDS data from anywhere in a network with MATLAB 

and Simulink.” 
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Utegration Announces Release of Mobius™: Field Order Application on SAP® Cloud Platform 

20 March 2017 

Utegration today announced the release of its solution Mobius™: Field Order Application on SAP® 

Cloud Platform. This is Utegration’s second application on SAP Cloud Platform and was developed as a 

part of Utegration’s new Digital Asset and Work Management practice. The solution permits technicians 

to access orders, directions and other important information via a simple, user-friendly application. The 

application allows for improved efficiency from field workers, reduced response times and penalties, 

improved tracking of time spent on orders, and ability to interact with workers in real time. 

“Utegration is pleased to offer our customers a solution that will allow their employees to work more 

easily and efficiently, while reducing costs and improving customer service,” said Bin Yu, President and 

CEO of Utegration. 

Technicians do not currently have a lightweight, user-friendly application that allows them to manage 

and update their assigned orders across multiple devices, that integrates with the SAP Enterprise Asset 

Management solution, and that works well offline in case of weak or no wireless signal. The company 

has launched its new application on the SAP App Center for cloud deployment, as well as an on-premise 

version. The solution utilizes SAPUI5 design, providing an intuitive user interface that can be 

customized for each utility customer’s individual requirements. The application is designed to be low-

cost, easy to use and quick to deploy. 

The solution complements Utegration’s first application, Mobius™: Customer Self- Service, which 

provides customers with a user-friendly way to interact with their utility online allowing them to pay 

their bill, view their balance and make service requests. 

SAP recently renamed SAP HANA® Cloud Platform to SAP Cloud Platform. If you would like to learn 

more, Utegration will be participating as a Ruby Sponsor at SAPPHIRE NOW® and ASUG Annual 

Conference being held May 16–18 in Orlando, Florida. 
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